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Is very irritable 

Is inattentive and becomes easily distracted 

Has difficulty to keep still 

Can’t keep his hands to himself 

Constantly chews on clothing or other objects 

Appears hyper sensitive – covers his ears, squints his eyes, avoids touching

certain textures, dislikes being touched 

Is often labelled “lazy” or unmotivated 

My child... 

Become a detective:

Utilise sensory tools safely and effectively:

Teach others to understand:

Teach your child to be a self-advocate:

Learn about your child’s sensory preferences. Just like you, every child has his own

sensory needs. 

Recognise that many factors may influence changes in your child’s sensory needs

from day to day, from activity to activity and even from minute to minute. 

Sensory preferences are to be honoured. Individual sensory needs are not to be

judged as good or bad, right or wrong. They just are. 

Put the control in your child’s hands by teaching him how to ask for what he

needs, in socially appropriate ways. 

DISCOVERING YOUR

CHILD’S SENSORY NEEDS 
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PROBLEMS

GOALS



Sounds can be perceived as irritating or even painful. 

Earplugs, headphones or even background noises can help counteract irritating

sounds. 

If using headphones, the volume should be between #2 and #4 (digital) to avoid

damaging the hair cells in the ear. 

Your child may enjoy background ‘white sound’ when in his quiet ‘womb’ space 

Listening difficulties may include problems with the ability to accurately

perceive, process and respond to sounds. They may also be related to

movement, timing and postural problems. In addition to sensory integrative

treatment, evaluations which include sound-based technologies may be

warranted. 
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SOLUTIONS

HEARING

Think about the following 7 categories

throughout the day and in every situation: 

HEARING SEEING TOUCHING MOVING SMELLING MUSCLES MOUTH

STEP 1

Observe your child’s response to different types of music or sounds. 

HEARING

Minimise verbal actions. Your child may have difficulty processing

verbal input, especially if the environment is noisy. 

SEEING

Your child may prefer darker spaces over brightly lit areas. 

Bright lights can cause glare and be irritating, while natural or

dimmed lights tend to be calming. 

Try visual cues such as pictures, charts or short printed directions for

chores and daily care activities. 

Certain positions can promote visual control. 

SEEING

Observe how your child reacts to different types of lighting. 
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TOUCHING

Respect your child’s responses to different types of tactile or touch

input. 

When your child complains that ‘it hurts’ or pulls away,

acknowledge that what he is feeling is real for him. 

Experiment with different types of materials and clothing. Terry

cloth, tight and soft cotton or lycra can be calming and soothing. 

Play the ‘sandwich game’ and apply calming pressure touch. Let

your child crawl between large pillows or roll up in a large terry

cloth towel (with the head and arms out) as a burrito or hot dog.

Pretend to add ingredients with your hands slowly, firmly, from

head to toe. 

Back and forth movements (swinging, sitting on a rocking chair) may help your

child calm down. Put a swing on the porch or in the back yard. Ask your child’s

teacher how often the swings are available to him during the school day. 

Up and down movements (jumping rope, bouncing on a ball

chair or trampoline) may help your child wake up and get going.

Be creative and play a game of hopscotch or make up a silly

dance.

MOVING

Use movement activities to help with balance, posture, coordination,

eye movements, making transitions, attention, alertness, calming

and even to change your child’s emotional state. 

TOUCHING

When your child needs to think or pay attention, experiment with a variety of

small hand fidgets such as: squishy (porcupine ball), smooth (slinky), textured

(finger monster), and soft (beanie animal).

MOVING





Whether it’s ‘getting ready’ time, homework time, playtime, mealtime or

bedtime, be aware of your child’s unique sensory needs at different times of the

day for specific environments. 

Think about modifying the environment and/or the activity to better meet your

child’s sensory needs. 

Add or take away sensory input. 

Change the intensity, he duration and the location of the sensory stimulus on or

around your 

child’s body. 

Create opportunities for your child to be actively engaged in taking in the

sensation. 

As a parent, your detective work will be ongoing. 

Work together with your child, family, friends and school community. With

teamwork, there will always be plenty of good ideas to meet your child’s sensory

needs. Be creative, flexible and have fun. 

Your child will become the expert in forming his own Tool Chest of ideas.

Empowered with these tools, he will meet his day-to-day challenges with

increasing understanding and success. 
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SOLUTIONS

Detective tips to keep in mind: STEP 2

Observe, observe, observe!



A NEW WAY OF 

LEARNING AND THINKING
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